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Abstract 
Hopf (bi-)modules and crossed modules over a bialgebra B in a braided monoidal category c£ 
are considered. The (braided) monoidal equivalence of both categories is proved provided B is 
a Hopf algebra (with invertible antipode). Bialgebra projections and Hopf bimodule bialgebras 
over a Hopf algebra in c~ are found to be isomorphic ategories. A generalization of the Majid- 
Radford criterion for a braided Hopf algebra to be a cross product is obtained as an application 
of these results. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.." 16W30, 17B37, 18DI0 
1. Introduction 
For bialgebras over a field k the smash product and the smash coproduct are inves- 
tigated extensively in the literature [17, 16]. Let H be a bialgebra, B be an H-fight 
module algebra and an H-right comodule coalgebra. If the smash product algebra 
structure and the smash coproduct coalgebra structure on H ® B form a bialgebra then 
Radford [17] speaks of an admissible pair (H,B). It is noted by Majid [10] that in the 
work [17] the notion of a crossed module implicitly occurs as one of the conditions 
for a pair (H,B) to be admissible. Crossed modules have been explicitly investigated 
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in [22, 18] where the connection to knot theory and quantum groups was exhibited. 
Hopf bimodules are a special form of Hopf modules and appear as the basic notion in 
Woronowicz's approach to differential calculi on quantum groups [21] where they are 
called bicovariant bimodules. A connection of Hopf bimodules and crossed modules 
in terms of a choosen basis over k has been found in [21]. For a symmetric monoidal 
category which admits (co-)equalizers, a coordinate free version of Woronowicz's result 
was found in [19]. The main theorem in [19] states the equivalence of the category of 
Hopf bimodules and the category of crossed modules over a particular Hopf algebra. 
In the present paper we generalize this result to arbitrary braided monoidal (base) 
categories c~. The fundamental theorem of Hopf modules in braided categories [8] will 
be proven without the assumption of the existence of (co-)equalizers but with the help 
of the weaker condition that idempotents in cg split. We recall the results of [2] on 
crossed modules and define Hopf bimodules in the braided monoidal category ~. Then 
we prove in particular the (pre-)braided monoidal equivalence of the category of Hopf 
bimodules and the category of crossed modules over a Hopf algebra H in ~. We find 
a connection of the bialgebra projections over a Hopf algebra H (with isomorphic 
antipode) and the bialgebras in the category of H-Hopf bimodules. Both categories are 
isomorphic. One of the consequences of this theorem is the very natural description of 
(braided) admissible pairs (H,B) in terms of the objects B which are just the bialgebras 
in the category of H-crossed modules. Another application of the results of this paper 
is the construction of (bicovariant) differential calculi on braided Hopf algebras in an 
abelian, braided monoidal category. This will be published elsewhere. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall basic notations on braided 
monoidal categories. We give a short introduction to the graphical calculus [14, 12, 22, 
2, 4]. In Section 3 the definition of a Hopf module over a bialgebra B in the braided 
monoidal category (g is given and under the assumption that cg admits split idempotents 
we introduce for any Hopf module over the Hopf algebra H the idempotent/7 which 
is fundamental for what follows. The Structure Theorem of Hopf modules [20] will be 
proved, which states that the Hopf modules over H are braided monoidal equivalent to 
the category c~ itself. As a sidestep we give similar results for two-fold Hopf modules 
over H which have been investigated for the symmetric ase in [18, 19]. In Section 4 
we recall results of [2] on crossed modules in braided monoidal categories. We give 
the notion of Hopf bimodules over a bialgebra B. In the main theorem of Section 4 
we prove the (pre-)braided monoidal equivalence of Hopf bimodules and crossed mod- 
ules over a Hopf algebra H in cg. This is a braided equivalence if the antipode of H 
is an isomorphism. Section 5 is devoted to the investigation of bialgebra projections 
over the Hopf algebra H. We prove that the category of bialgebra projections and the 
category of Hopf bimodule bialgebras over H are isomorphic. As a consequence of 
this theorem the H-admissible objects, i.e. the objects B in cg which together with H 
form a braided admissible pair (H,B), are found to be the bialgebras in the category 
of crossed modules over H. In the appendix we explain what we mean by canonical 
splitting of idempotents. This is a technical assumption which provides functoriality of 
our constructions. 
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2. Preliminaries 
2.1 
Throughout he paper c6 := (~,®, l ,a ,p ,2 ,  T)  is a braided monoidal category 
[5, 6] where @ is the tensor product (bifunctor), 1 is the unit object, c~ is the natural 
isomorphism which rules the associativity of the tensor product, p and ). are the natural 
isomorphisms for the right and left tensor multiplication with the unit object, respec- 
tively, and T is the braiding. By Mac Lane's coherence theorem [9], ~ is equivalent 
to a strict monoidal category, i.e. a category where c~, p and 2 are identity morphisms. 
This allows us to neglect he morphisms c~, p and 2 in most of the calculations. We 
suppose that the reader is familiar with the notion of (co-)algebras, (co-)modules and 
bi-(co-)modules in monoidal categories [20, 4, 11, 13]. We assume (co-)associativity 
and the existence of a (co-)unit henceforth. In a braided monoidal category the tensor 
product of two (co-)algebras i again a (co-)algebra; the multiplication mv® v and the 
unit r/~:® v of two algebras (U, mu,r lu) and (V, mv,rlv ) is given through 
my® v = (mv @ mv ) ° (idU ® Tv,v ® idv ) , ~lu®v = tlv ® ~lv . (1) 
The coalgebra structure of the tensor product of two coalgebras i obtained in the dual 
symmetric manner, i.e. by reversing the order of the composition of morphisms, and by 
replacing the multiplication m by the comultiplication A and the unit ~/by the counit e. 
A bialgebra (B, m, r/, A, e) in a braided monoidal category c¢ is an algebra (B, m, q) and 
a coalgebra (B,A,e)  where A and e are algebra morphisms [11, 13]. A Hopf algebra 
(H, m, q, A, e, S) in ~ is a bialgebra together with the antipode S: H ---* H such that 
mo( idH®S)  oA =mo(S@idH)oA =~/oe .  
Every bialgebra (B,m, thA,e ) in ~ is a bi-(co-)module through the regular action m 
and the regular coaction A. The tensor product of two (co-)modules over a bialgebra 
B admits two kinds of (co-)actions. For instance the diagonal action of two right 
modules (X, Pr x)  and (Y, gr Y) is given by 
#a x®r = (/~rr ® Pr ) o (idx ® TrB ®ids) o (idx ® idr @ A), (2) d,r 
and the action induced by Y is given through 
~i,r ~Y = idx ® #r r • (3) 
(Dually) analogue all other types of diagonal (co-)actions and induced (co-)actions are 
defined. In the following also the (co-)adjoint (co-)action will be used; for completenes 
we recall the basic properties of it. Let H be a Hopf algebra in c8 and let (X, pr,#¢) 
be an H-bimodule then X becomes a right H-module through the right adjoint action 
ad<3 : :  p¢ O (idH ®/Zr) o (TXH @ idn)  o (idx ® (S ® idn)  o A).  (4) 
Similarly, the left adjoint action is defined. The coadjoint coactions are obtained in 
the dual symmetric manner. If A is an algebra and f :  H ---* A is an algebra morphism 
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Fig. 1. Graphical presentation of the multiplication, unit, comultiplication, counit, antipode, braiding, left and 
right action, left and right coaction, invere braiding, repectively. 
__+ 
Associativity Counit property Bialgebra xiom Antipode property, 
Fig. 2. Graphical presentation of the associativity, counit property, bialgebra axiom, antipode property, 
respectively. 
then the algebra A becomes an H-bimodule (A ,#f ,# f )  via pullback along f ,  
#f ~- mA o ( f  @ idA) and I~{ = mA o (ida ,@ f ) .  The corresponding right adjoint action 
(induced by f )  will be denoted by ad/'~ and the resulting right H-module algebra by 
Af  := (A,m,t/,ad/q). 
2.2 
In what follows, we often use graphical notation for morphisms of monoidal cate- 
gories [14, 12, 22, 2, 4]. The graphics for (co-)multiplication, (co-)unit, antipode, left 
and fight (co-)action, and braiding is given in Fig. 1. 
As an example the graphical representation f the associativity, the counit property, 
the bialgebra xiom for the multiplicativity of the comultiplication and the antipode 
property of an algebra, a coalgebra, a bialgebra, and a Hopf algebra, respectively, are 
listed in Fig. 2. 
_ _  m 
Remark 2.2.1. If (cg, ®,_1, ku) is a braided monoidal category then c~ = (cd, ®,!, ~) is 
braided monoidal where the mirror-reversed braiding 7J---x,r := Tr, x -~ is used. For a 
Hopf algebra H in cg we denote by H °p (resp. Hop) the same coalgebra (resp. algebra) 
with the opposite multiplication ~ (resp. opposite comultiplication A) defined through 
:= m o ~PHH -1 (resp. A := ~uHH -1 o A) . (5) 
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The opposite (co-)multiplication i (5) may not be confused with the opposite (co-) 
multiplication defined in [14]. 
Lemma 2.2.1 (Majid [11]). H °p and Hop are  Hopf  algebras in ~- with antipode S -1. 
3. Hopf modules 
From [8] it is known that the Structure Theorem of Hopf modules [20] also holds for 
Hopf algebras in braided monoidal categories if there exist (co-)equalizers. We show 
in this section that to prove the Structure Theorem in a braided monoidal category 
it suffices to assume that cd admits split idempotents. 
3.1 
In a category ~, the idempotent e = e2:X --* X is called split in ~ if there exists 
an object Xe and morphisms ie:Xe --+ X and pe:X  --~ Xe such that e = ie o Pe and 
ide = Pe o ie. I f  any idempotent e is split then ~ is said to admit split idempotents, 
For a given category c~ there exists a universal category @ which admits split idem- 
potents (and is called Karoubi enveloping category o f  C~) and a full embedding c# / c~ 
such that for any category ~ which split idempotents every functor F: ~ ~ ~ factor- 
izes uniquely over i. cg can be realized as the category with objects X~ = (X, e), where 
X is an object in cg and e: X ~ X is idempotent, e 2 = e. The morphisms in ~ are 
defined by ,@(X~, YU) := {t E ~(X, Y) l f te  = t}. The full embedding i is given through 
i (X)  = Xidx, i ( f )  = f ,  Further information on the Karoubi enveloping category can 
be found in the appendix. It is noted in [7] that for c~ being a (braided) monoidal 
category the category @ can be equipped with a (braided) monoidal structure. 
1 := (l, id£), 
X~ Q Yf := (X ® Y)~®S, 
a~,.r,.z. := ((e ® f )  ® g) o c(x,r,z, 
)~x,, := e o ),x , px~ := e o px , 
~u,v~,,yj := ( f  Q e) o Tx, r .  
In this case i is a (braided) monoidal functor. 
In a monoidal category ~ which admits split idempotents the category of (co-) 
modules over a (co-)algebra dmits split idempotents. In anticipation of Section 4 
similar facts hold for the categories of crossed modules and of Hopf (bi-)modules over 
a bialgebra in a braided monoidal category which admits split idempotents. 
From now on we assume that the category c~ is braided monoidal and admits split 
idempotents. Moreover, we assume that for any idempotent e = e2:X ~ X an object 
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Fig. 3. Graphical presentation f the defining axioms relating modul action and comodule coaction for left 
Hopf module and right-left Hopf modoles, respectively. 
Xe and morphisms ie:Xe ~ X,  pe :X  ~ Xe are chosen in a certain canonical way as 
explained in the appendix. This provides functoriality of our constructions. 
3.2 
Definition 3.2.1. A left Hopf module (resp. right-left Hopf module)X over a bialgebra 
B in c~ is a left (resp. right) B-module and a left B-comodule such that the action is 
a comodule morphism, where the regular (co-)action on B and the diagonal tensor 
(co-)action on the tensor product of X and B is used. That is besides the (co-)module 
relations for X a "polarized" version of the bialgebra xiom holds (Fig. 3). 
Left (resp. right-left) Hopf modules together with the left-(resp, right-)B-module- 
left-B-comodule morphisms form the category of Hopf modules which will be denoted 
by B~ (resp. B~B). Similar definitions yield all other combinations of Hopf modules. 
It follows directly from the definition that any bialgebra B is a Hopf module over 
itself with the regular action and the regular coaction. 
Remark 3.2.1. A right-left B-Hopf module over a bialgebra B in c~ is a left B °p_ 
Hopf module in c~ where the opposite action is defined by the "polarized" form of 
the first equation in (5). Similarly one obtains from a left Hopf module all other 
versions of Hopf modules and therefore the results about left Hopf modules can easily 
be reformulated for any other type of Hopf modules. Hence we will restrict to left 
Hopf modules in the following. 
In the next proposition the idempotent H will be introduced which will be used later 
to construct a tensor product for Hopf (bi-)modules. 
Proposition 3.2.1. Let H be a Hopf algebra in cK and (X,#,~,vt) be a left H-Hopf 
module. Then it holds." 
1. The morphism xH:X  ~ X defined through 
x l I  := #¢ o (S ~ idx) o v~ (6) 
is an idempotent in Endue(X). 
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Fig. 4. Graphical presentation for the proof of the idempotency of xH. 
2. Let HX x~vX be the morphisms which split the idempotent xH, i.e. x ioxp  = xH 
and xp  ox i  = id,x. Then 
• v :  lag 
HX-~*X----'~H ®X and H®X -~X XP)HX (7) 
r/®idx e®idx 
are equalizer and coequalizer, respectively. Hence HX is at the same time an object 
of  invariants and coinvariants of X. 
Proof. Fig. 4 shows that v:oxII  = ~l®xlI. In a dual way one obtains xI Iop:  = e®xII.  
This immediately implies that xH is an idempotent. 
Let f :X '  --~ X be any morphism such that v: o f  = r/@ f :X '  -+ H ®X.  Then 
f = x I I  o f = xi  o (xP o f ) .  Since xi is monomorphic this proves the universality of 
HX _L~ X as equalizer. In an analogous manner the universality of x P as coequalizer 
will be proved. [] 
3.3 
Before we investigate the relation between ~cg and ~ we provide some useful results. 
Lemma 3.3.1. Let B be a bialgebra in ~, X be a left B-Hopf module and Y be an 
• X ® Y  X object in ~,. Then X ® Y is a B-Hopf module with action ~i,: = #: ® idr and 
• X@Y eoaction ~i,: = ~ ® idr induced by X. 
Proposition 3.3.2. Let B be a bialgebra in c£. Then the assignment B ~<(- ) :  ~ ~ Bed 
B®X . B®X -~ with B~>< (X) = (B @X, pi,: ,v/,: ), VX C Ob(~) according to Lemma 3.3.1 and 
B >< (g) = idB ® g for morphisms in cg, defines a full inclusion functor. 
Proof. From Lemma 3.3.1 it is clear that B ~< (X) is B-Hopf module. Obviously, 
B ~< (g) is Hopf module morphism, and the composition and the identity are preserved. 
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Any Hopf module morphism f :  B ~< X ~ B ~< Y has the form f = idB ® fa ,  where 
fB  := (8 @ idr) o f o (r/® idx): 
f = f o (p ® idx) o (ida ® r/® idx) 
= (/z ® idy) o (ida ® f )  o (ida ® ~/® idx) 
= (kt ® e ® idy) e (idB ® A ® idy) o (ida ® f )  o (ida ® ~/® idx) 
= (p ® e ® idy) o (idB®a ® f )  o (idB ® A ® idx) o (ida ® r/® idx) 
= ida ® [(e ® idy) o f o (r/® idx)]. 
The second (resp. the fourth) identity uses the fact that f is a module (resp. comodule) 
morphism. Since B is bialgebra it holds B ~,< f = B e,< g 4. ;, f = g. [] 
Lemma 3.3.3. Let H be a Hopf algebra in cK and X be an H-Hopf module. According 
to Propositions 3.2.1 and 3.3.2 the tensor product H ® HX is an H-Hopf module. 
Then the morphisms 
x/Z = at o (idH ® xi): H ® nX --+ X, 
xV = (idH ® xP)  o vt:X ---* H ® HX 
are mutually inverse Hopf module morphisms. 
(8) 
Proof. The proof of xP o xV = idx is rather simple. Using the definition of  a Hopf 
module and the properties of the morphisms xi and xP according to (7) one obtains 
XV oX# = (idH ®xP)  o (m ® kt~) o (idH ® 7JH, H ® idHx ) o (A ® vf) o (idH ®xi)  
= (m o (idn ® (~ o ¢))) o A ®xP oxi  = ida ® id.x. 
The Hopf module properties of x# and xv are obvious. [] 
Lemma 3.3.4. Let f :X ~ Y be a Hopf module morphism over the Hopf algebra H. 
Then f o x II = y l l  o f . 
Using these results yields: 
Proposition 3.3.5. Let H be a Hopf algebra in oK, then the assignment H(--): ~cg ~ c£ 
which is given through H(X) := HX for an object X, and throuyh n( f )  = rP o f Oxi 
for a Hopf module morphism f :  X ---* Y defines a functor. 
Remark 3.3.1. (1) Completely analogous results are obtained for the category egg, e.g. 
the idempotent lIx, the functors ( - )  >~ H and ( - )n ,  and the corresponding statements 
are obtained in a mirror reversed manner. 
(2) For a Hopf algebra H it holds r /o¢=mo(S®idH)oA- - -mo( idn®S)oA= 
HH = HH and ¢ o q = idl, hence HH =- HH = 1. 
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3.4 
Let A be an algebra in the category cK then the tensor product over A of a right 
A-module U and a left A-module V is defined (up to isomorphism) as the coequalizer 
~H . U Zuy. U ® V ~ U ~ V of the morphisms Pr ® idv and idv ® p~ if it exists. Dually to 
A 
this construction is the notion of the cotensor product over C of a right C-comodule 
P and a left C-comodule Q, denoted by pC, Q:p~ Q ~ pT1Q if it exists, where C is 
a coalgebra in cal. 
The next proposition provides existence criteria for a (co-)tensor product over a 
Hopf algebra in ~. 
Proposition 3.4.1. Let H be a Hopf algebra, M be a left H-Hopf module, N be a 
right H-module and P be a right H-comodule in (K. Then the tensor product of N 
and M over H exists and is given through 
2 n 
N, M 
N®M ~N®M~-N®HM,  
H 
)'£M = (keN @ id.M)o (idN @MY). (9) 
The cotensor product of P and M over H exists and is given by 
pt4 
P, M 
P®HM ~-PDM ~P®M, 
H 
Pp, MH = (idp @ M/~) o (V P ® idHM), (10) 
where MV and MP according to (8) are used I f  in addition N is right H-Hopf  module 
then N ®M and NE]M coincide. 
H H 
Proof. Using the results of Lemma 3.3.3 and the unit property of the action N Pr , it is 
H H easily verified that 2N, M is epimorphic. To prove that 2N, M equalizes pN ® idM and 
idN ® #~t one proceeds as follows. 
'~,~,M o (idN @/2M) = (pN ~ id.M) o (idN @M i') o (idN Q ]A tM ) 
= (fiN o (idN ® m) ~ id.M) o (idg®H @M v) (11) 
= 2NHM o (pN ® idM). 
The second equality in (11) uses the fact that MY is module morphism and the third 
equation can be obtained with the help of the associativity of the action pN. 
Now suppose that f is a morphism which also coequalizes pN ® idM and idN ® #~. 
Then f factorizes over 2~M. 
f = f o (idN ®Mp ONV) 
= f o (#N ® Mi) o (idN ® MY) 
= f o (idN ® Mi) o 2~M ,
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where in the first equation Lemma 3.3.3 is used. The second equation holds by as- 
sumption for f .  In the dual symmetric way is is proved that H PN, M is the corresponding 
equalizer. D 
Remark 3.4.1. For a left H-Hopf module M and a right H-Hopf module N the com- 
position morphism ~ bHN,M :=  PN, MH o ZN, M~H equals to 
(pN @ fM ) o (idN @ ~u H H @ idM ) o '¢ (v~@ vM~). (12) 
3.5 
In case H is a Hopf algebra in (g it is possible to define a braided monoidal structure 
on the category H~. 
Theorem 3.5.1. Let H be a Hopf algebra in (#. Then ®g := @o(id × y(--)):Y(d X 
Hcd ~ H~ is a bifunctor. Through 
~'~xrz := ~x.r.z ~'~x := px "~x := x f  vx, Y, z ~ ."~, (13) 
H~ tt~ Hq¢ 
the category (H%Z,H,~H," ~," p," 2) is monoidal. HHCd is a braided category by the 
braiding given through 
H~g 
" Tx y = (fY ® xP)  o (idH ® Tx y) o (v~/® yi) (14) 
on objects X, Y E Ob(HHCd). 
Proof. Lemma 3.3.1 and Proposition 3.3.5 immediately imply that ®H is well-defined. 
By Lemma 3.3.1 it is clear that 
(X®.Y)P =xp®idHy and (x®Hy)i -~xi@id.y V X, Y 60b(gc~).  (15) 
Using in particular (15) and Remark 3.3.1 a straightforward calculation shows that g~z, 
and are the appropriate natural isomorphisms such that (nnCg, H,®H, ~," p," ~) 
H~, 
is a monoidal category. The morphism " Tx r is isomorphic in ~. Its inverse is given 
by 
(14 ~r/X y)--i : (fiX ® yp) o (idH ® (Txy)  -~ ) o (v~ ®xi ) .  (16) 
This is easily checked with the help of the Hopf module property and Proposition 
3.2.1.2. Exploiting Lemma 3.3.4 it follows that 
Hcd H~ 
" Tx, y, o ( f  ®H g) = (g '~H f )  o " TXy, (17) 
where f :X  ---+ X '  and g: Y ~ Y~ are Hopf module morphisms. Lemma 3.3.1, the Hopf 
module axiom and Proposition 3.2.1 imply that " Tx r is a left module morphism and 
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H~ 
dually analogue one shows that " Tx r is a left comodule morphism. The defining 
relations for a braiding hold. 
H~ H~ H~g 
;4 TX(Y®HZ ) = (idy @H ;4 I I Ixz)  0 (;4 ~'¢XY @U idz) 
Hoe Hog H~ 
14 T(X®HY)Z : (14 ~'¢X Z ®H idr) o (idx ®H ;4 ~JY Z )" 
In fact using Lemma 3.3.1 and y("*Txr) = Tuxur yields the desired identity. [] 
These results provide us with the necessary techniques to proof the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.5.2 (Structure Theorem). Let H be a Hopf algebra in cg. Then the cat- 
egories ~ and ~ are braided monoidal equivalent. The equivalence is 9iven by 
Proof. It is not difficult to prove that the natural isomorphism 2x : l  ® X --~ X can be 
written as ).: t t ( - )o (H~<(- ) )  -'-- ida. Similarly, it can be checked that x#: H®HX ~ X 
according to Lemma 3.3.3 is a natural isomorphism. Hence cg and ~c~ are equivalent 
categories. It is a straightforward calculation to check that the natural isomorphisms 
~: ®u o (H ~ ( - ) ,H  ~( - ) ) - - "  (H ~ ( - ) )  o ® (18) 
--1 
~x Y = ~HX r o (idH~V ® 2r) 
and 
id: u ( - )  o ®u =" ® o (u ( - ) ,u ( - ) )  (19) 
are compatible (in the usual sense) with the unit objects, the associativity of the tensor 
products, the isomorphisms which rule the left and right unit tensor multiplication, and 
with the braidings. Thus c£ ~ g~ are braided monoidal equivalent categories. [] 
3.6. Two-fold Hopf modules 
Very similar to the previous considerations on Hopf modules are the results on 
two-fold Hopf modules. A generalization to Hopf bimodules, however, needs a little 
more care since one has to take into account he compatibility between right module 
and right comodule structure, but the results derived up to now induce the monoidal 
properties of Hopf bimodules for instance. This will be performed in detail in Section 4. 
Definition 3.6.1. Let B be a bialgebra in ~. A two-fold Hopf module X = (X, p~, #r, re) 
is an object which is a B-bimodule in the category of left B-comodules, or in the 
language of Hopf modules: X C Ob(gC-g) and X E Ob(BfgB). 
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Two-fold Hopf modules together with the B-bimodule-left B-comodule morphisms 
form the category of two-fold Hopf modules gCgB. Similarly all other types of two-fold 
Hopf modules are defined. 
Proposition 3.6.1. Let B be a bialgebra in cg. Then for any X E g~B and any Y E cg, 
the object X ~ Y equipped with the left action and the left coaction induced by X 
according to (3) and with the right diagonal action according to (2) is' a two-foM 
Hopf module in g~B. Like in Theorem 3.5.1 it is verified that gCgB is monoidal with 
tensor product ®B. 
Considering the regular object B E ~cgB the previous construction extends to the 
functor B ~,<(-): ~B ~ ~c~8 between monoidal categories. Using the adjoint action 
according to (4) yields 
Proposition 3.6.2. Let H be a Hopf algebra & oK. The following identities hold for 
a two-fold Hopf module X E Ob(~C~g): 
xr /o  (ad<~) : x f f /o  ~r : (ad '~) o (X / /@ ida) .  (20) 
Proof. The first identity of (20) holds because xI I  is an intertwining operator 
between the action kt~ and the trivial action. The second identity uses the Hopf 
module compatibility conditions and the fact that the antipode is a coalgebra nti- 
homomorphism. [] 
Hence, we can define the right module structure on HX by 
P~ := xP o (ad<) o (xi ®' idH) = xP o ]2 r o (x  i @, idH). (21) 
In this way A(--) extends to a functor between gCgH and CgH. Similar to Theorem 
3.5.2, one obtains: 
Proposition 3.6.3. Let H be a Hopf algebra in cg. Then the categories ~H and ~t~H 
Ht~( -- ) H r~ 
are monoidal equivalent. The equivalence is given by ~gn H,__d~7_) n~, u. 
4. Crossed modules and Hopf bimodules 
In the first part of Section 4 we recall some results of [2] on crossed modules 
in braided monoidal categories. Then Hopf bimodules in ~f will be introduced and a 
theorem will be proved which states the equivalence of crossed modules and Hopf 
bimodules. Crossed modules are (braided) analogues of the k-vector space of invariant 
one-forms of a bicovariant bimodule (Hopf bimodule) [21] and have a close connection 
to smash product constructions ( ee [17] in the case of bialgebras over the field k and 
[2] for the braided case). 
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Fig. 5. Graphical presentation f the defining axioms relating modul action and comodule coaction for right 
crossed modules. 
4.1 
Definition 4.1.1 (Bespalov [2]). Let B be a bialgebra in the category ~. A right crossed 
module (X, #r, Vr) over B is a right B-module and a right B-comodule obeying the com- 
patibility relations (Fig. 5). 
The category ~¢ (~)g is the category of crossed modules where the morphisms are 
both right module and right comodule morphisms over B. In a similar way all other 
combinations of crossed modules will be defined. 
Example 4.1.1. The unit object (_l,~B,r/8) in cd is a crossed module over B. 
Example 4.1.2. A Hopf  algebra H is an H-bicomodule through the regular coaction A 
and an H-bimodule through the regular action m. Using the corresponding right adjoint 
action for H according to (4) and the regular coaction, it follows that (H, aa<,A) is 
a right crossed module over H.  Dually analogue one can construct a crossed module 
structure on H by using the adjoint coaction and the regular action. 
(pre-)braided monoidal structure of ~Y¢ (cg)g is described in the following the- The 
orem. 
Theorem 4.1.1 (Bespalov [2]). Let B be a bialgebra in cd. Then the category 
( ~o~ (~)~ ,®,1) is monoidal. It is pre-braided through 
~(~'§Tx r := (idr ® #x)  o (Tx r ~ idB) o (idx ® Vrr), (22) 
where X, Y C Ob(~((g)BB).  I f  H is a Hopf algebra with isomorphic antipode in cg 
then ~ l  (Cg)~ I is braided, i.e. the inverse of (22) exists and equals 
(~(~'~Txr)- l=(1~ ®idy)o( id~®(THy)  -1 )o ( (Txr ) - l  QS  -1) (23) 
o(idy @ (TXH) -1 ) o (Vr y @ idx). 
Consider the crossed modules over a Hopf  algebra H in ~ which has an isomorphic 
antipode. Then there are two canonical ways to construct left H-crossed modules from 
fight H-crossed modules, and vice versa [2]. For a right crossed module (X, pr, Vr) 
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one obtains the left crossed modules X s = (X, (]As )e, ( vS )~ ) and S x = ( X, (s # ){, (Sv ){ ) 
where the (co-)actions are defined through 
(]AS){ = ]At o ~IX H -1 o (S -1 ® idx) , 
(vS)t = (S ® idx) o 7JXH o l~r, 
(s ]A){ = ]Ar o ~PH X o (S ® idx), 
(Sv){ = (S -1 ®idx)  o THX -1 o Yr. 
(24) 
Conversely for a left crossed module (Y,#e,v{) one obtains the corresponding fight 
crossed modules Ys = (Y,(t~s)r,(Vs)r) and sY  = (Y,(s#)r,(SV)r) by 
(]AS)r = #1 0 tFyH o (idr ® S), 
(VS)r = ( id r®S - l )oT jYH - lov~,  
(S]A)r = #t o 7'Hy-1O (idr ®S-1) ,  
(sv)r = ( idv®S)  o~Hxovs .  
(25) 
4.2 
In the next definition Hopf bimodules in the braided monoidal category ~ will be 
defined. In the case of bialgebras over a field k they appear in the construction of 
bicovariant differential calculi over a Hopf algebra [21]. Through the generalization 
to braided categories (see below) it is possible to construct (bicovariant) differential 
calculi in such categories; this will be demonstrated in a forthcoming paper. See also 
[3] on the construction of a first-order differential calculus on the dual quantum braided 
matrix group. 
Definition 4.2.1. Let B be a bialgebra in ~. An object (X~]Ar,]AE, Fr, V() is called a 
B-Hopf bimodule if (X,#r,]Ae) is a B-bimodule, and (X, vr, V e) is a B-bicomodule in 
the category of B-bimodules, where the regular (co-)action on B and the diagonal 
(co-)action on tensor products of modules are used. Hopf bimodules together with 
the B-bimodule-B-bicomodule morphisms form the category which will be denoted by 
B B ,~ .  
Example 4.2.1. Any bialgebra B is a Hopf bimodule over itself if the regular actions 
and coactions ]A~ := m =: #r and vz := A =: Vr respectively are used. 
In the following proposition an analogue of Lemma 3.3.1 and Proposition 3.3.2 will 
be proved for crossed modules and Hopf bimodules. 
Proposition 4.2.1. Let X be a Hopf  bimodule and Y be a right crossed module over 
a bialgebra B in c£. Then X ® Y is a B-Hopf  bimodule if  it is equipped with the left 
action and coaction induced by X and with the diagonal right action and coaction. 
In particular, the cross product B ~,< Y [2] is a Hopf  bimodule. This induces two 
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Fig. 6. Graphical presentation of the proof of the Hopf module axiom of X ® Y. 
functors 
B B 8~B and Bt><( - ) .~f f (cg)~ ..__~B B ® : ~  x ~ J  (cg)~ ~ s ~ BU  
f rom which the functor B ~<( - )  is a ful l  embedding. 
Proof. The bi-(co-)module axioms for X ® Y are easily checked. By Lemma 3.3.1 
X ® Y is a left B-Hopf module. The compatibility conditions for the pairs (#e, Vr) 
and (#r, re) are straightforwardly verified by the use of the Hopf bimodule properties 
of X and by (co-)associativity of B. The proof of the right B-Hopf module axiom is 
performed in Fig. 6. In the first equation of Fig. 6 it is made use of the Hopf bimodule 
properties of X and the (co-)associativity of B. The result in the second equation can 
be shown with the help of the crossed module axiom for Y according to Fig. 5. It 
is obvious that ® and B ~<(-)  are functors. B t ,<(-)  is a full embedding because of 
Proposition 3.3.2. [] 
Proposition 4.2.2. Let (X,#r,#l, vr, vl) be a Hopf  bimodule over a Hopf  algebra H. 
Then the object (Xad , ad 0, Vr) is a right H-crossed module, where the right adjoint ac- 
tion (4) is used. Dually analogue, X together with its right action and the right coad- 
joint coaction is a right H-crossed module (xaa,pr, Vr~a). The idempotent xH:X  ad --~ 
X~a is crossed module morphism. 
ProoL The proof that (Xad, ad<,Vr) is a right H-crossed module is depicted in Fig. 7 
where in the second equation it is used that X is a Hopf bimodule, H is (co-)associative 
and the antipode is anti-comultiplicative. The antipode axioms and (co-)associativity 
of H yield the result in the third equation. 
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Fig. 7. Graphical presentation f the proof of right crosed module axiom Xad. 
The fact that xH is crossed module morphism follows from (20) and its dual 
form. [] 
Remark 4.2.1. The previous construction applied to the regular Hopf bimodule H leads 
to the H-crossed modules Had and Had. This yields new solutions of the Yang-Baxter 
equation for H which arise through the braiding of these ojects in the category of 
crossed modules [15]. 
Proposition 4.2.2 will now be used to construct the functor H ~< ( - )  from the Hopf 
bimodules into the crossed modules. 
Proposition 4.2.3. Let H be a Hopf  algebra in cd. Then for an H-Hopf  bimodule 
X there exists a unique right H-crossed module structure on the object HX such 
that xp :X  ad --~ HX and Xi:HX--~ Xad are crossed module morphisms. Explicitly the 
action is defined according to (21) and the coaction is defined in the dual symmetric 
manner. 
As in the case of Hopf  modules this construction induces a functor 
.(_):H .~.. , 9~(~)~. 
Proof. Using Eqs. (20) and Proposition 4.2.2 for the Hopf bimodule X the statement 
follows directly. [] 
4.3 
The monoidal structure of the Hopf bimodules can be directly deduced from Theorem 
3.5.1. For the braiding however one has to take into account he compatibility of the 
right (co-)module structures. 
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Theorem 4.3.1. Let H be a Hopf algebra in the category cg. Then the category of 
Hopf bimodules over H is monoidal with the tensor product given by 
H H H H ®,H :=®,o(id X H(--)):H~H × HC~ H ) HCgH, 
with the unit object H as regular H-Hopf bimodule, and with the natural isomor- 
HH HH HH 
phisms "%~, H%p and "~2 according to 
("~Y'~)x rz := ~x, r , z ,  (~p)x  := px, ("%"2)x := xtl, 
where X ,Y ,Z  E Ob(~Cg~) and x# is given by (8). /4 n HCgH is pre-braided with the 
pre-braiding iven on the objects X, Y E Ob(~C~) through 
H~H 
"%~x y = (#~ ®xP o l~rr ) o (idH ® ~VX y ® idH) o (v~i @ vYr o yi). (26) 
H H The category H(~H is braided if the antipode of H is an isomorphism. 
ProoL The functor ®H is well defined by Propositions 4.2.1 and 4.2.3. H is an H- 
Hopf bimodule. To prove the monoidal structure of ~c~g it is therefore sufficient by 
Theorem 3.5.1 to prove the right (co-)module property of the morphisms ~, p and 2. 
This is a straightforward calculation. 
H H 
It can be verified explicitely that "%7 j given by (26) is a (pre-)braiding. However 
H H anticipating the result of Theorem 4.3.2 on the monoidal equivalence of H~H and 
~(c~)~ _ for its proof only the momoidal structures of both categories are needed 
- one obtains by Theorem 4.1.1 that for ~'HTJ in Eq. (26) it holds 
~t~e~t~lX Y = (Y# @ X#)  0 (~HY HX ) -1 0 (H ~< ~*(~ttIHX .Y  ) o ~HX HY 0 (X V @ yV) (27) 
H H 
H H and hence "%~g is a braiding in H~;H . Here xv and x# of Lemma 3.3.3 have been 
used which apply to Hopf bimodules and induce natural isomorphisms. The natural 
isomorphism ~ is defined in the proof of Theorem 3.5.2. [] 
The next theorem shows that the braided monoidal structures of ~g and ~ (~)~ 
are compatible with the functors H(--) and H ~<(-). 
Theorem 4.3.2. Let H be a Hopf algebra in~ with &omorphic antioode. Then the cat- 
Ht~.~( - ) 
egories ~,~/(cg)g and Hc~ are braided monoidal equivalent by ~l  ((g)g ,Hc~tt H~H" 
H H Proof. To prove the monoidal equivalence of ~(~)~ and HiCV it is sufficient o 
prove that the natural isomorphisms 2 and #, which appear in the proof of Theorem 
H H 3.5.2, are natural isomorphisms if they are restricted to ~ (Z)~ and H~H . In other 
words it has to be verified that 2x and x# are right (co-)module morphisms which is 
a direct and simple calculation. 
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The compatibility of the braidings ~%'T and e~(~e)gT with the monoidal equivalent 
H H 
H H structures of ~Y/(cg)~ and ,q(gH holds by construction of "*"T (see the argumentation 
in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1). 
Remark 4.3.1. The mirror symmetric onstruction (using left crossed modules) leads 
H H to another braiding on t4cg, which is given by a diagram similar to (26) but with the 
replacement # ~ p o # and v ~ v o i. This braiding is equivalent to the braiding in 
(26). 
Remark 4.3.2. To get in touch with the results of [ 19] for the purely symmetric ase, 
one observes that the braided version of the morphism in [19] which rules the braiding 
of H-Hopf bimodules (in the symmetric ase) can be written as 
Ttxr =(#~®t~)o( idHQ(Txro(xH®H~.) )Q idH)O(~®v~) .  (28) 
Using Proposition 3.4.1 one finds that for 2yHx o Tic y the factorization 2~x o T J: y = 
H H 
H~H~J X yOA H y over }H holds which implies that ,H , ,ty.xO TiC y coequalizes the morphisms , "X,Y 
/~r 9 idy and idx ® #ff and that the factorization is unique. 
5. Bialgebra projections and cross products 
In this section the connection of bialgebra projections and Hopf bimodule bialgebras 
is investigated. The resulting theorem is applied to bialgebra cross products in the 
braided monoidal category c~. 
5.1 
Definition 5.1.1. Let H be a Hopf algebra in c£ and (X,#r,#g,Vr, VE) be an H-Hopf 
bimodule. Then the relative antipode SX/H of X w.r.t. H is defined by 
SX,,H := Mx o (S ® idx ® S) o Nx (29) 
where Mx := #,e 9 (idH ® #r) and Nx := (idH ® vr) o vl. 
Proposition 5.1.1. Let H and X be like in Definition 5.1.1. 
1. The "polarized" form of the anti-(co-)multiplicity of the antipode holds 
SX/HOptr =#fO ~'tXHO(Sx, /H@S),  SX/,HO#f'-~-#rO THxO(S@Sx/H) .  
And dually analogue for the coactions. 
2. The relative antipode SH/H coincides with the antipode S. 
3. 
SX,/H 0 II)( = X M o 171 X = X IYI 0 SX/H, 
Sx/,~4oxH=IlxoxFI = IIxoSx/H .
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4. Suppose that the antipode S of H is isomorphic. Then the relative antipode SX/H 
is an isomorphism. Its inverse is given by 
S~) H = Mx o (S - l  ® (~/XH) -1 ) O ( (~/HH)  -1 ® idx) o (S -1 ® (ItgHX) -1 ) o Nx 
where Mx and Nx of  Definition 5.1.1 are used. 
5. The morphisms xS := pxoSx/HOXi and Sx := x poSx/~ioix are module morphisms 
xS:HX ~ (XH)s and Sx:XH ~ S(HX), and comodule morphisms xS:HX ~ s(XH) 
and Sx:XH ~ (HX) s according to (24) and (25). 
Proof. The Hopf bimodule properties, Proposition 3.2.1 (and its mirror reversed ver- 
sion) and the deduced identities (xlIOidH)OV~Oxi = v~C~oxi and pxopXo(idH®IIx)  = 
Px °PAl immediately imply statements (1)-(3) and (5). Statement (1) and the equality 
/~t o (idH ® SX/'H) o ~ = Fix yield statement (4). [] 
Proposition 5.1.2. Let H be a Hopf algebra in cd and let X and Y be H-Hopf  
bimodules. Then the following identity and its dual symmetric version hold: 
:~  T xy o Sx ®A r,,'A o ® = ~ O ~" T X, y o ( Sx,/,4 ® Sy/'A ) . (30) 
A A 
In the next definition bialgebra projections will be considered. They tum out to be 
the key ingredient for cross product constructions. It will be shown that Hopf bimodule 
bialgebras are essentially bialgebra projections. 
E 
Definition 5.1.2. Let B and H be bialgebras in cg and H ~ B -:* H be a pair of 
bialgebra morphisms uch that ~ o ~/ = idH. Then (H, B, t/, _¢) is called a bialgebra 
projection on H. 
It is not difficult to verify 
Lemma 5.1.3. Let (H,B,~/,£) be a bialgebra projection on H in cg. Then B_ = 
B B H-Hopf  bimodule where (B, pr,#~,ff,  f)  is an 
#ff=m~o(~/®idB) ,  pB=mBo( idB®r/ ) ,  
-- -- (31) ~=(c_®ids)oAB, v~ = (idB ®~)  o A~. 
The following proposition recovers the deep connection of Hopf bimodule bialgebras 
and bialgebra projections. Henceforth, we suppose that the Hopf algebra H has an 
isomorphic antipode. 
Proposition 5.1.4. Let H be a Hopf algebra in cd. Then for every bialgebra projection 
(H,B,~I_B,£B) the object B according to Lemma 5.1.3 is a bialgebra (B_,mB,_~B,AB,£B) 
H H in HUH where the projection morphisms ~-8 and c_ 8 are the unit and counit, respec- 
tively, and with the multiplication m__ s and the comuhiplication As defined through 
m s=mso( idB®Hi )  and A B=( idS®Hp)  oA. (32) 
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H H Conversely every bialgebra B = (B, mB,~I_B,As, e__B) in H~H can be turned into a bial- 
gebra B = (B, me, rlB, AB, e8) in ~ where the structure morphisms are given by 
me=m/~o2gB, , r/B=r/eor/H, Ae=PB, H oAe, Ce =CHo~e.  (33) 
Furthermore (H,B,_qe, e_B) is a bialgebra projection on H. 
There also exists a correspondence of Hopf algebra structures. For any Hopf 
algebra projection (H,B,q_e, e B) on H the antipode of B is given by 
S B = M B o (idH ®Se ~ i dH)  oNB (34) 
H H and for any Hopf algebra B_ in H~fH the antipode orb  is given by 
se = se  oSe,,H = SB,,'H oS_B. (35) 
Proof. Suppose (H,B,q__B,~_B) is a bialgebra projection on H. Then by Lemma 5.1.3 
B is an H-Hopf bimodule. The proof that ms, t/B, A__B, £B and S B are Hopf bimodule 
morphisms essentially makes use of Proposition 3.2.1 and the fact that r/8 and ~B are 
bialgebra morphisms in c~ which fulfill e_ e o-~e -- idH. The algebra and coalgebra 
axioms can be verified straigthforwardly. In case B is a Hopf algebra the proof of the 
antipode axioms (of B_B_) uses the bi-(co-)module properties of B and the Hopf axioms 
of H and B. The proof of the bialgebra xiom 
_A e om__ e = (rn e ~H me) o Ode OH H~HH ~B,B ~H idB) o (A e ®H A__e) (36) 
needs the identity 
(~r ~o Br/ @ ide) o AB o Bi = Ode ® v~) o Ae o ei (37) 
and is indicated in Fig. 8 where the morphisms ell, ei and eP are used, The left hand 
side of (36) is transformed to the left diagram of Fig. 8 by use of (26) and Proposition 
3.2.1. In the first equation of Fig. 8 the equality (37) is exploited. To verify the second 
equation again Proposition 3.2.1 is taken into account. 
H H Conversely, let B = (B, me,_qe,_Ae,~ e (,Se)) be a bialgebra (Hopf algebra) in n~H. 
The verification that (H,B, qe,~e) is a bialgebra projection on H is simple. It is straight- 
forward to prove that (B, rne,~IB) and (B, AB, eB) according to (33) are algebra and 
coalgebra, respectively. A little more subtle is the proof of the Hopf axioms for the 
antipode (35). The most difficult part is the verification of the multiplicativity of the 
comultiplication Ae in ~. The corresponding proof is sketched in Fig. 9 where the 
multiplication m B, the comultiplication Ae and the morphisms 8H, ei and BP are used 
in particular. With the help of Proposition 3.4.1 and the bialgebra properties of B_ a 
lengthy calculation transforms A~ome to the left diagram in Fig. 9. In the first equation 
of Fig. 9 it is used that B is a Hopf bimodule. The second equation exploits again 
Hopf bimodule properties and Proposition 3.2.1. E 
For a Hopf algebra H in ~ we denote by H-Bialg-CK/H-Hopf-C~ the category 
of bialgebra/Hopf algebra projections on H. Its objects are the projections B = 
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Fig. 8. Graphical presentation f the proof that A B is an algebra morphism w.r.t, the multiplications NB and 
Fig. 9. Graphical presentation of the proof that AB is an algebra morphism w.r.t, the multiplication mB and 
mB®HB. 
{B, PB, t/B, As, cB, (Ss),r/8,_e B} and its morphisms are bialgebraJHopf algebra morphisms 
f :  B --~ D such that f o r/s =r/D and e D o f---~s' Then the previous proposition can be 
used to formulate 
Theorem 5.1.5. The categories H-Bialg-~f and Bialg-~q(~ are isomorphic. The iso- 
morphism is given by Bialg-t~cg~ F H-Bialg-Cg where the functors F and G are 
defined through Proposition 5.1.4 on the objects and through the identity on the 
morphisms. 
Proof. It is not difficult to prove that the functors F and G are well defined. After 
some calculation the constructions given in Proposition 5.1.4 for the objects turn out 
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to be inverse to each other, and since F and G are identities on the morphisms this 
proves the theorem. [] 
5.2 
H H The equivalence of the braided categories nC~, and ~ (~)H  allows us to refor- 
mulate the previous theorem in terms of the category ~ (cg)g. Then we immediately 
get, in one direction, the formulas of [2] for cross products of Hopf algebras (bialge- 
bras), and in the other direction the Radford-Majid criterion when a Hopf algebra is 
a cross product (see [17, 13, 2], and [2] in the braided case). This seems to be the 
most natural and easy description of the subject. For completeness it will be outlined 
in more detail in the following. 
Very similar to the well-known case of Hopf algebras over a field k the smash 
product and the smash coproduct in the category cg can be defined in a formal manner 
as a certain (co-)limit. For a Hopf algebra H in ~ and an algebra (A, PA) in cgu the 
smash product H ~'<m A is defined as the universal algebra in ~ such that: 
1. There are algebra morphisms j: H ~ H e,< m A and i: A --~ H ~<m A. In addition, i
is algebra morphism in ~H where the module structure on H ~'<uA  is the right adjoint 
action induced by the morphism j, i.e. i c AlgH(A,(H ~'<m A)j)  
2. If  U is any algebra in cg and g E Alg(H, U), f E AlgH(A, Us), then there exists 
a unique algebra morphism 9 ~'<u~ f : H v,< m A ---+ U such that f = (g t><u~ f ) o i and 
9=(g~<mf)° J .  
The smash coproduct H ~<vc C is defined in the obvious dual symmetric manner. 
Both products are unique up to (co-)algebra isomorphism. The smash product can be 
realized on the tensor product H ® A through [14, 4] 
m~ = (mH @l mA) o (idH ® (idH Q kt A) o (TtA,q ® idH) o (ida Q AH) @ idA), 
qt:.< = qH @ qA, i = r/H @ ida, j = idH @ ~/A 
and g ~'<m f = my o (9 ® f )  for the corresponding unique morphism. 
If X is at the same time a right H-module algebra and a right H-comodule coal- 
gebra such that the smash product and the smash coproduct (realized on H Q X) are 
compatible in such a way that H ~,<X := (H ®X,m~<,q~<,A~,¢~<) is a bialgebra in 
cg then we say, in the sense of [17], that the pair (H ,X)  is admissible; X is called 
H-admissible object in ~. The category H-cp-Cg is the category of admissible pairs 
(H ,X)  with bialgebra morphisms h: H ~< X --* H ~< Y such that h o jx  = j r  and 
kv o h = kx, where k = ¢ ® ida. 
Like in [17] one proves that the following relations hold for an admissible pair 
(H ,X)  in ~. 
ex o mx = cx ® cx , ex 0 / = ~X @ CH , 
A X o ?lx = ?]x ~ t lx ,  q o ?lx = ~x (~ ?IH, (38) 
¢x o ~/x = idl. 
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From (38) it follows that (H,H ~><X, idH @ qx, idH ® ex) is a bialgebra projection on 
H. Using the results of [2] and Theorems 4.3.2 and 5.1.5 leads to the description of 
H-admissible objects in the category ~ in terms of crossed module bialgebras. 
Theorem 5.2.1. Let H be a Hopf algebra & ~ with isomorphic antipode. Then the 
category of admissible pairs H-cp- cd and the category of H-crossed module bialge- 
bras Bia lg -~ (cd)H are isomorphic. The isomorphism is 9iven through 
H~<( - ) 
Bia lg -~ (~)H ~ , ,(-)oF ' H-cp- ~. 
Proof. Let X E Ob(Bia lg-~(cg)~)  then H ~><X E Ob(H-cp-Cg) according to [2]. 
Using Theorem 5.1.5 and Proposition 4.2.3 yields ~qF(H ~,<X) = X as bialgebra in 
~(c~)g .  Similarly HF(H t>< f )  = f for H-crossed module bialgebra morphisms. 
Conversely, let H ~,< Y E Ob(H-cp-~). Then according to the statement following 
(38) and Theorem 5.1.5 HF(H t>< Y) = Y is a bialgebra in ~Y¢(~)~ and hence 
H t,<(HF(H t>< Y) )= H t>< Y is in H-cp-~ [2]. Using that HP = ell, Hi = rlH and 
the fact that every crossed module morphism f :  H ~< Y -~ H t>< Z factorizes (see the 
proof of Proposition 3.3.2) yields H ~< (HF(H ~< f ) )  = H ~< f .  [] 
Remark 5.2.1. Analogous results like in Theorem 5.2.1 are obtained in the Hopf al- 
gebra case for Hopf-admissible pairs and crossed module Hopf algebras. 
Remark 5.2.2. Besides Theorem 5.2.1 another application of Theorem 5.1.5 is the 
construction of tensor algebras in ~ related to Hopf module tensor products in HqT~.H n 
This will be exploited in a forthcoming paper to construct (bicovariant) differential 
calculi in braided tensor categories. 
Appendix A. Canonical splitting of idempotents 
For any category ~ we consider the category @ according to the definition in 
Section 3. 
Definition A.0.1. We say that idempotents canonically split in a (braided) monoidal 
category cg if the following data are given: a (braided) monoidal functor @ A. ~ such 
that s o i = ida, and an isomorphism of the (braided) monoidal functors i o s and 
id@. 
Lemma A.0.1. There exists a natural canonical splitting of idempotents in ~. Any 
idempotent f E End@(Xe) is also an idempotent in End~(X), the "splittin9" func- 
tor s: ~ ~ ~ assigns to an object (Xe)f of ~ the object Xf  of ~ and identifies any 
set ~((Xe~)A,(X~:)f2) with the set @(Xf~,Xf2) in a natural way. The functor 
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transformation i o s ~ id~ is defined by the collection of isomorphisms f: (Ye) f "---+ 
(Xe) f for any (Xe) f in cg. 
Example A.0.1. There exist two canonical splittings of idempotents for the category 
Vectk of vector spaces over a field k (as well as for any abelian category). With any 
idempotent e E Endk(X) one connects two isomorphic objects ime (a subspace of 
X) and coime (a factorspace of X). Any linear transformation g E Homk(X, Y), with 
fge = g, where f E Endk(Y) is another idempotent, defines the corresponding linear 
transformations im e ~ im f and coim e ~ coim f .  
Lemma A.0.2. Let (g be a monoidal category with canonical splitting of idempotents 
and A be an algebra in ~. Then one can define the corresponding canonical splitting 
of idempotents on the category AC~ of A-modules. For the categories of comodules, 
Yetter-Drinfel'd modules, and Hopf (bi-)modules the construction is similar. 
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